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An organization’s 
ability to learn, and 
translate that learning 

into action rapidly, is 
the ultimate competitive 
advantage”, thus said Jack 
Welch, one of the most 
celebrated management 
thinkers of our times 
and author of bestsellers 
Straight From the Gut.

It is widely believed, and rightly 
so, that a good apprenticeship 
programme that quickens the learning 
process in an organization. Against 
that backdrop, a unique feature 
of the Skill India mission that has 
singularly given a major boost to the 
skilling drive in the country is the 
apprenticeship training ecosystem. 

National Apprenticeship Promotion 
Scheme (NAPS) was launched by the 
Government of India to revolutionize 
skills-imparting and training drive in 
the country in a short time period. 
NAPS is the most potent way for 
developing skilled manpower for any 
industry as it entails using available 
training facilities in establishments, 
without putting any extra burden 
on exchequer to set up a separate 
training infrastructure.

Generally any skilling initiative 
pertains to basic, classroom training. 
NAPS, on the other hand, involves 
both basic training and on-the-
job-training at a workplace. both 
basic training Providers and the 
establishments where trainees undergo 
on-the-job trainings are funded by the 
government. the idea 
is to incentivize the 
employers to conduct 
more such programmes.

Keeping with the 
tenets of digital India, 
the registration process 
for the same has 
been made online. 
Prospective 

candidates can access the 
apprenticeship portal for 
registration. moreover, 
trainees who have passed out 
from ItIs, or have undergone 
Pradhan mantri Kaushal Vikas 
Yojana (PmKVY) courses, 
are exempted from basic 
training.

With a view to promote 
NAPS, a series of workshops 

are being conducted across the 
industry clusters surrounding major 
cities, prompting the private sector 
to promote apprenticeship and 
help them fill the skill gap in their 
workforce. It is believed that a 
seamless apprenticeship training 
eco-system will not only support the 
industries with desirable manpower 
but will also meet the needs of 
growing young population of India.

components of NAPS are 
reimbursement of 25 per cent of 
prescribed stipend subject to a 
maximum of `1,500 per month per 
apprentice to all employers, and 
reimbursement of basic training cost 
up to `7,500 for a maximum of 500 
hours/three months.

Inadequate employment 
opportunities is currently one of 
the biggest challenges facing the 
country. While ‘make in India’ has 
already started attracting investments, 
concomitant jobs in the manufacturing 
sector are hard to come by as there is a 
mismatch between demand and supply.

It is hoped that the industry, 
especially mSme sector, will come 

forward overwhelmingly to make 
the most of this win-win 
scheme and the objective of 
the scheme to increase the 
engagement of apprentices 
from 2.3 lakh (at the time 
of commencement of the 

scheme last year) to 50 
lakh by 2020 will see 
the light of day. •
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rPL training in 
Punjab on various 

job roles

Scientific methods of 
tapping techniques 
help to enhance the 
production and life of 
rubber trees

employees getting trained 
on the shop floor

rubber dies & moulds expo (rdme) 2017 
was organized in Pune where many industry 
members met the rSdc team and understood 
about the initiatives and activities of rSdc 

rPL training for material 
Handling and Storage 

operator in Punjab

RSDC along with its affiliated Training Partners have 
joined hands to initiate trainings in both Natural Rubber 
Plantation and Manufacturing Sub Sector.

Skilling Drive 
Across the Country
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Rubber Plantation Fresh Training 
Under PMKVY Kicked off Successfully
After the overwhelming success of 

Phase 1 of the skilling in rubber 
plantation sector under Pradhan 

mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana (PmKVY), 
second phase of the exercise under 
rPL started off recently.

“rubber plantation sector, 
accounting for around one million 
rubber growers in the country, is 
an important part of plantation 
ecosystem in India. the rubber 
plantation sector has suffered due to 
lack of desired formal skills training 
which has led to less than optimum 
production growth in India,” said  
ms meghna mishra, ceo, rSdc.

As per a study conducted by the 
rubber board of India, the 
requirement of skilled tappers 
is about 1.5 lakh, whereas the 
available tappers are only  
50% of the requirement. even 
this 50% of the tappers are 
not formally trained. 

“rSdc, set up primarily to provide 
skilling support to the industry, 
realized soon in its existence that 
bringing the benefits of skilling to 
plantation sector is a must to lend 
a competitive edge to the entire 
rubber value chain. Accordingly, 
rSdc signed an moU with the rubber 
board, leading to roll out of training 
processes for the plantation sector by 
rSdc,” added ms mishra.

the extension of PmKVY process 
to the rubber plantation, especially 
recognition of Prior Learning (rPL), 
has extended a definite fillip to the 
skilling process. the rPL programme 
has helped to up-skill the tappers to 
upgrade their knowledge and skill in 
harvesting the crop. Similarly, the 
shortages in processing of the crop 
have also been addressed through 
up-skilling of the personnel involved 
in processing.

In an interview to Rubber Skills 
Time recently, mr Ajith Kumar, IAS, 

chairman, rubber 
board of India pointed 
to an increase in 
both productivity 
and quality post rPL 
in the plantation 

sector. “on completion of the first 
phase of the rPL, a structured 
post-evaluation survey was 
conducted which revealed that 
there is a 34% increase in the skills 
of tappers who were trained under 
the programme. Also, the monthly 
yield in the holdings tapped by those 
who had undergone training has 
shown an increase of 16%. Among the 
participants, about 40% were marginal 
farmers doing their own tapping. 
After the training, there has been 

substantial increase in productivity 
among the plantations in Kerala. As 
per the survey report from the stake 
holders, there is an increase in quality 
of the produce which comes to the 
market after the rPL programme,” mr 
Ajith Kumar had stated.

While phase-I of the rPL project 
was confined to Kerala, phase-II has 
covered other Nr growing regions, 
including tamil Nadu, Karnataka, 
tripura and Assam. 

Fresh trainings for Latex Harvest 
technician accounting for 171 
trainees has already been undertaken 
by rSdc in collaboration with Scamper 
technologies and Services Pvt. Ltd. 
major rPL trainings for Latex Harvest 
technician comprising 1600 trainees 
is currently being conducted with 
rubber board of India. •

STRUCTURED PoST-
EVALUATIoN SURVEY hAS 
REVEALED ThAT ThERE IS 
A 34% INCREASE IN ThE 
SKILLS oF TAPPERS Who 
WERE TRAINED UNDER 
ThE PRogRAM, WITh AN 
INCREASE oF 16% IN ThE 
MoNThLY YIELD

top: Latex Harvest 
technician, rPL 
training in tripura

right: rPL training for 
Processing technician 
– rubber Sheeting in 
Kerala 
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how has India fared so far in creating a 
skill ecosystem? 
the skill ecosystem in the country is 
continuously evolving. In a vast country like 
India, every state/district has its own unique 
requirement. there are different programmes 
on skill development being implemented 
across states through various ministries and 
skill missions, each with its own guidelines 
and objectives. the informal skill training 
mechanism has been in the system for decades, 
however, there was no standardization of the 
process and system and the training processes 
were never result-orientated. there was limited 
emphasis on mapping of the skilled workforce 
which was required across sectors.

the Government, under the stewardship 
of Hon’ble Prime minister Shri Narendra modi 
has taken a giant step in shaping the skills 
landscape – the first and foremost being the 
creation of an independent ministry for Skill 
development & entrepreneurship in 2014, 
which has invested heavily on restructuring 
and re-energising the entire skill ecosystem 
in the country. the ministry has been given 
the responsibility for both skill training and 
entrepreneurship and mandate to equip 
India’s youth with the skills needed to access 
to multiple livelihood pathways from wage 
employment to self-employment. over the 
last two-and-a-half years, mSde has taken 
important steps forward to build a robust 
skills training ecosystem through a focused 
set of policy interventions, such as the 
National Policy for Skill development and 
entrepreneurship 2015, National 
Skill development mission 
2015, common Norms for skill 
training programmes, and the 
Apprentices Act 1961 has 
been modified with a view to 
encourage industry to take on 
apprentices. Skill India mission 
is committed to bring in scale 
and quality in skill training.

What initiatives are taken by NSDC in 
bridging the gap of skill requirement in 
various sectors? 
National Skill development corporation 
(NSdc), which plays the role of a catalyst in 
skill development, endeavours to promote skill 
development through creation of large, quality 
and for-profit vocational institutions. besides 
financing the skill training providers, NSdc 
also acts as an enabler and has been working 
to enhance the capacity of our training 
providers to deliver high quality training.

mapping the industry-specific job 
requirements is the foremost step towards 
skill training and NSdc envisaged the need 
of industry-led bodies and paved way for 
Sector Skill councils for almost every industry 
in India. these 40 sector skill councils 
are playing a vital role in bridging the 
gap between the industry demands to the 
manpower supply while creating the right 
curriculum for trainings across jobs. 

one of the key objectives for NSdc is 
to catalyze skilling initiatives that can 
potentially have a multiplier effect. NSdc 

believes in quality 
assurance and has 
been focusing 

The Skill Ecosystem in the Country  
is Continuously Evolving

SPECIAL TALK:  Mr Manish Kumar, MD & CEo,  
National Skill development corporation (NSdc)

MANISh KUMAR, 
md & ceo,

National Skill 
development 
corporation
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on an enabling structure and consistency 
across skilling endeavours in the country. It 
has created a standardized framework for all 
skill trainings in the country under National 
Skill Quality Framework (NSQF). As per the 
framework, all skill trainings must follow the 
National occupational Standards (NoS) as per 
the constitution of the targeted Qualification 
Pack (QP). to assure quality and consistency of 
skilling across the skill training initiatives for 
the varied job roles across the country, NSdc 
coordinates with the respective Sector Skills 
councils (SScs) for the development of the 
following deliverables QP-wise amongst other 
resources like model curriculum, skill content, 
facilitate handbooks, amongst others.

how are government policies shaping 
the interest of the industries in getting 
involved in skill development activities?
the Skill India mission of the ministry of 
Skill development & entrepreneurship (mSde) 
is aligned to Hon’ble Pm Narendra modi’s 
vision to make India the Skilled capital of 
the World. to achieve the mission and for its 
sustainable growth, collaboration with various 
countries, states, industries and organisations 
is imperative. 

mSde’s flagship program, Pradhan mantri 
Kaushal Vikas Yojana (PmKVY), spanning 
a period of four years (2016-2020), 
aims to skill 10 million youth for better 
employability opportunities. mapping of 
jobs to industry requirements is the key for 
maintaining the right equilibrium in demand 
and supply of manpower.

For a wider penetration of the scheme 
across districts and rural areas, mSde, through 
NSdc is enabling and facilitating Pradhan 
mantri Kaushal Kendras (PmKK) – the state-
of-the-art model training centres. these 
centres are envisaged to provide standardized 
infrastructure and facilities to candidates and 
to make skill training aspirational.

NSdc is also evangelizing creation of 
sectoral model centres for training, centre of 
excellence for training of trainers and assessors. 
Industry, through the channel of corporate 
PmKKs and the newly sanctioned World bank 
loan for Skills Acquisition and Knowledge 
Awareness for Livelihood Promotion (SANKALP) 
In order to encourage the private sector to 
become an active partner in India’s skills 
mission, the program will set up a corporate 

Social responsibility (cSr) Skills Fund that will 
serve as the vehicle that seeds funds and pools 
resources to make cSr investments.

Further, to provide the candidates with 
industry relevant quality skill training, the 
government is also promoting entrepreneurship 
under the Pm- YUVA scheme. It aims to educate 
and equip youth by creating job opportunities 
for themselves as well as for others. besides 
this, mSde is also encouraging apprenticeship 
through the National Apprenticeship Promotion 
Scheme (NAPS) to ensure that industry 
connects with the skilled manpower.

how has the contribution of state 
government helped in the skill development 
in rural areas?
NSdc has been working closely with state 
governments and State Skill development 
missions to channelize demand-driven training 
programmes and improve employability of the 
youth post-skill training. 

collaboration with state governments 
helps in demand analysis, skill mapping and 
optimal utilization of available resources in 
the state, which further supports the strategy 
formulation and customisation of skill training 
to match with the requirements of the region. 
At the state level, SSdms are implementing 
state government and central government 
initiated skilling interventions such as PmKVY 
for various targeted groups. SANKALP would 
further ensure greater decentralization in skill 

oNE oF ThE KEY oBJECTIVES FoR NSDC IS To 
CATALYzE SKILLINg INITIATIVES ThAT CAN 
PoTENTIALLY hAVE A MULTIPLIER EFFECT



planning by institutional 
strengthening at the 
State level which includes 
setting up of State Skill 
development missions 
(SSdms) where not existing 
and allowing states to come 
up with district and State 
Level Skill development Plans 
(dSdP/SSdP) and design 
skill training interventions 
to suit the local and rural 
needs. NSdc through its state 
engagement officers works 
directly to support SSdms.

 
What are NSDC’s future plans?
NSdc is working towards creating an enabling 
environment for various stakeholders, including 
training partners and industry associations 
through collaborations with corporates, 
industries, state, ministries and other bilateral 
relations to make provision for sustainable 
skill ecosystem. Some of the interventions 

include funding & financing, 
standardization, benchmarking 
with international norms, 
technological advancements, 
data mapping and analytics, 
and deepening the reach of skill 
training across geographies.

to give Indian skills an 
international benchmark 
and global employability, 
NSdc is working to increase 
the volume of its India 
International Skill centres 

(IISc) to 100 in next one year. 
Going forward, NSdc is preparing itself 

to respond to the dynamism of industry 
demand and the industry 4.0 and is evaluating 
skill training to meet futuristic demands of 
cutting-edge technology like 3d printing and 
automation and using AV/Vr modes of skilling. •
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We thank mr manish Kumar, md & ceo, National Skill 
development corporation, for giving his valuable 
time and opinion to our readers. 
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In an attempt to bolster the 
rubber training programmes at all 
levels, from shop floor to those 

pursuing higher studies, rSdc has 
tied up with a string of prestigious 
universities in the country, especially 
in south and northeast India, the 
traditional rubber dominated regions 
in the country. 

Now rSdc is casting its net wider 
and plans are on the anvil to bring 
institutions across the country 
on board. What has helped is the 
popularization of rubber sector 
and the employment opportunities 
therein, a move spearheaded 
by rSdc through a robust 
communication network.

the latest to join hands with rSdc 
is Sharda University, a prominent 
university in the Ncr region. “Sharda 
University is first university in the 
North to join hands with rSdc for 
dual certification. Already, b.S. Abdur 
rahman crescent University, chennai; 
Kamaraj college of engineering and 
technology, chennai; downtown 
University, Assam and IcFAI University, 

Wider Footprint to
Tie-up with Universities

tripura have tied up with rSdc 
for dual certification,” said  
ms meghna mishra.

Under these tie-ups, 
students can get a value- 
added programme in the form 
of dual certification which 
is offered to engineering students 
pursuing Polymer technology, 
chemical and Automobile engineering.

the moUs with these universities 

provide for certification 
and assessment support 
to the University by rSdc. 
the university will organize 
internships and industry 
placements for students in 
consultation with rSdc. rSdc 

will also ensure quality of training 
delivery by adopting a stringent 
process for accreditation of training 
providers. •

Left to right:  
mr d.L.N. Shastri, 
director – corporate 
Affairs, Sharda 
University; ms. meghna 
mishra, ceo-rSdc, 
and mr Amal Kumar, 
registrar, Sharda 
University 

rSdc and Sharda University 
teams gathered on moU signing 
ceremony on 7th July 2017 at 
Sharda University’s board room
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continuing with its drive 
to extend the benefits of 
skilling to the marginalized 

strata of society, rubber 
Skill development council 
has tied up with National 
Scheduled castes Finance 
and development corporation 
(NSFdc). 

NSFdc, under the aegis 
of ministry of Social Justice 
& empowerment has been 
set up with the objective to 
promote socio-economic development 
of Scheduled castes living below 
the poverty line by providing 
financial assistance for income 
generating schemes and through skill 

development training.
Under the terms of the moU, rSdc 

will implement Skill development 
training Programmes sponsored by 
NSFdc from time to time as per NSQF 

Skilling in Rubber for Marginalized 
Sections to get a Fillip

(National Skills Qualification 
Framework). rSdc will ensure 
that fresh candidates, who 
are not already employed in 
the organized sector, are the 
actual beneficiary of skilling 
programme under this moU.

“rSdc is committed to 
raise the benchmark of 
skilling and is targeting to 
emerge as the best Sector Skill 
council that NSFdc has tied 
up with. rSdc is also aligned 
with the spirit of Garib Kalyan 

Varsh 2017and tie-up with NSFdc 
will help it contribute meaningfully 
to the same,” said ms meghna 
mishra, ceo, rSdc. •

classroom session 
for rPL in tripura 
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In an attempt to recognize the 
skill of the workforce already 
employed in the industries, under 

PmKVY scheme, recognition of Prior 
Learning (rPL) has been introduced 
to quicken the process of generation 
of skilled and certified manpower. 
this initiative has not only helped to 
recognize the skills of the manpower 
acquired during their tenure of 
many years, but also to align 
them to the National occupational 
Standards(NoS) developed 
by the sector skill councils. 
the rPL scheme recognizes 
the skills of this workforce 
through nationalized 
certificates and monetary 
rewards. 

rubber industry employs 
close to 2 million people 
across the country and is 
highly dependent on the 
skilled manpower. therefore, 
several rPL trainings have 
been initiated at various 
locations across the country.

Boost from RPL
over 8,000 workers have been 

re-skilled across Punjab and 
Haryana in various job roles in the 
manufacturing sector in recent times. 
these trainings have been conducted 
on the shop floors of the industry 
which makes it easier for employees 
as well as the employers.

more such trainings are being 
conducted across the country with 
the help of training Partners like 
Labournet Services India Pvt. Ltd 

and mentor Skills India LLP. they 
are re-skilling workers on the shop 
floor across the country. For these 
trainings under the PmKVY Scheme, 
rubber Skill development council 
acts as the Project Implementation 
Agency (PIA). rSdc has connected 
with various rubber industries and 
brought them under the scheme for 
re-skilling and handed the trainings 
to the training Partner. 

For availing the benefits of rPL 
scheme, any industry 
member can step forward 
and join hands with rSdc. 
the re-skilling program is 
free of cost for the industry, 
wherein they have to share 
the number of employees as 
per their job roles.

rSdc has urged all 
rubber industry members 
to come forward and 
reap the benefits of such 
re-skilling programmes 
like recognition of Prior 
Learning. •

compression moulding 
operator rPL training in 

Vinayak rubber, tamil Nadu 

rPL training by Labournet at 

Aerobok Shoe at Jhajjar, Haryana 
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Skilled manpower is the key 
asset for any organization, 
enabling it to make the 

most of unfolding opportunities. 
However, it is being observed 
that there is a persistent 
shortfall in the required skilled 
manpower. to bridge this gap, the 
government has launched many 
skill development schemes for the 
industries to reap its benefits. one 
such scheme is the Pradhan mantri 
Kaushal Vikas Yojana, under which 
fresh trainings have been going on in 
Haryana and Uttar Pradesh to meet 
the needs of the rubber industry.

rubber industry is an employment 
intensive sector which employs close 
to 20 lakh manpower directly and 
indirectly. but to match the growing 
pace of the rubber sector with the 
country’s economy, more skilled 
workforce is required. 

Keeping this in mind, fresh 

RSDC Catalyzing the Process of  
Up-skilling in Rubber 

trainings in manufacturing were 
recently initiated so that the industry 
can benefit by directly hiring certified 
skilled manpower.

In Jhajjar, Haryana, relaxo 
Footwear extended support to help 
Webtech Universal Learning Pvt. 

Ltd. to conduct trainings 
for compression moulding 
operator and material 
Handling and Storage 
operator at their factory 
premises so as to facilitate 
classroom as well as 
practical trainings. more 
than 240 students were 
trained in the process.

In meerut, Uttar Pradesh, Process 
com Product development centre 
has conducted training for 200 mill 
operators.

these fresh trainings will help cater 
to the needs of the rubber industries, 
especially those located in northern 
India. rSdc has urged all the industry 
partners to come forth and hire these 
fresh trained candidates and increase 
their strength of organization in 
the process contributing to the 
betterment of our society and 
economy. •

RUBBER INDUSTRY IS 
A LABoUR INTENSIVE 
SECToR WhICh 
EMPLoYS CLoSE To 
20 LAKh PEoPLE

training for 
compression moulding 
operator in relaxo 

Inset: Students 
attend classroom 
session under the 
PmKVY Fresh training 
in relaxo, Jhajjar
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rSdc is committed to create a 
talent pool of skill and provide 
the skilled manpower to meet 

the requirement of the industry. 
thus, trainers of affiliated institutes 
are trained and certified in best 
pedagogical practices to ensure 
standardization of the training 
processes, quality and consistency. 

Keeping in view the scenario of 
the current skill ecosystem of rubber 
sector, rSdc has conducted several 
training-of-trainer programmes in 
tripura and chennai. both these 
states cover the major hub of rubber 
industries in our country. 

“the role of a trainer in skilling 
programme is vital to ensure that 

right skill training has 
been transferred and 
imbibed. Prospective 
trainers were given an 
overview of skilling 
ecosystem in the 
country, uniqueness of 
India, current strengths 
and challenges, and 
significance of Skill India. A detailed 
presentation was made on the rubber 
sector, its rich value chain, NoS 
developed for the rubber sector, 
the roles and responsibilities of the 
trainers for evaluating trainees,” said 
ms meghna mishra, ceo, rSdc.

A total of 22 trainers have been 
trained in accordance with the 

Training of Trainers 
in Rubber Sector 

National occupational Standards (NoS) 
developed by rSdc with the help of 
the feedback received from the rubber 
Industry members. 

Any rubber industry member with a 
sound technical background is eligible 
to apply for this train-the-trainer 
programme. •

TRIPURA UNIVERSITY 
A Central University 

|| Pursuit of Excellence || Accredited by NAAC with ‘B’ grade

Bachelors in Vocational Studies in Rubber Technology Program

.B.Voc Rubber Technology program was launched in the year 2015. It is 
equivalent to Bachelor Degree. The B. Voc Rubber Technology program is 
approved by UGC, New Delhi and is designed in collaboration with 
National Skill Development Corporation (NSDC) and Rubber Skill 
Development Council (RSDC), New Delhi. The curriculum is designed to 
impart hands on training to the students with the art of Rubber Technology. 
It emphasizes on both the theoretical and practical aspects of the different 
processes of Rubber Technology. The students, if they want, can even opt 
out of the program after the completion of one year of joining the program 
with “Diploma in Rubber Technology” to their credit. Those who opt out 
from the program after completing two years are awarded with an 
“Advanced Diploma in Rubber Technology”. After the completion of three 
years, the students are awarded with “B. Voc in Rubber Technology” 
equivalent to Bachelor Degree. 

Eligibility Criteria: The course is 
meant for 10+2 students with 
science background. 

For more details please contact:
Prof. Ranendu Kumar Nath, Department of Chemistry, Tripura University, 

Suryamaninagar - 799022, Tripura
Ph: +91-9436 508446 |  +91 381 237 4801/4803/9002 Email: rknath1995@gmail.com 

Website: http://www.tripurauniv.in/ 
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First ATMA-ITTAC Tyre Fitters 
Training & Re-skilling Program

In recognition of the critical 
role played by commercial 
tyre mechanics in tyre repair, 

mounting/de-mounting of tyres and 
thereby safety on the highways, 
Automotive tyre manufacturers 
Association (AtmA) the premier tyre 
industry body and co-founder of 
rSdc has launched a campaign to 
train and re-skill the commercial 
tyre mechanics known as tyre 
fitters. Indian tyre technical Advisory 
committee (IttAc), the technical wing 
of AtmA, is taking the lead in this re-
skilling project. 

the first AtmA-IttAc tyre Fitters 
training & re-skilling programme was 
organized in North delhi near truckers’ 
Hub at Sanjay Gandhi transport Nagar. 
over 40 tyre fitters participated in the 
first such re-skilling programme and 
benefited from the same.

“tyre Fitters’ role is an important 
one. A tyre fitter not only repairs a 
tyre, but also advises the transporter/
trucker about the condition of the tyre, 
good tyre upkeep, precautions that 
need to be taken for improving the life 
of a tyre, etc. Unfortunately, there is 
no structured training available to the 
tyre fitters so far. AtmA’s move is to 

bridge this gap, with technical experts 
engaging the tyre fitters in an intimate 
setting, and most importantly, in a 
language understood by them,” said  
mr Satish Sharma, chairman, AtmA. 

during the training, tyre fitters were 
given an in-depth understanding of 
commercial tyre and its components, 
best practices for upkeep of tyres, 
different tyre faults, their causes and 
the remedial measures. Subsequent 
to the training programme, the tyre 
fitters were certified and certificates 

of training were 
handed over. 

“certification 
holds much 
aspirational value 
for tyre mechanics 
who generally lack 

any formal qualification. certification 
is also aligned with recognition 
of Prior Learning (rPL) scheme of 
Government of India with a view 
to instill confidence amongst tyre 

mechanics’ community,” added mr 
Sharma.

Speaking on the occasion,  
mr Vijay Sethi the master trainer said, 
“tyre mounting and de-mounting is a 
skillful job that needs to be mastered. 
Poor mounting and de-mounting can 
even lead to tyre failure. moreover, 
truckers rely on tyre fitters for 
checking condition of tyres, thus 
making their role vital.”

AtmA-IttAc tyre Fitters re-skilling 
Program was kicked off with  
ms Jyotsna Aswal, co-convener AtmA 
Skilling Group honouring India’s only 
known lady tyre fitter Shanti devi 
who also underwent the day-long tyre 
training programme along with her 
male counterparts. •

TRAININg TYRE FITTERS 
ENSURES qUALITY REPAIRS 
AS WELL AS AUThENTIC 
INFoRMATIoN AND TIPS To 
TRANSPoRTERS/TRUCKERS

Source: AtmA Website

AtmA- IttAc tyre 
Fitters training 

Program in progress 

ms Jyotsna Aswal, 
co-convener AtmA 
Skilling Group 
honouring India’s 
only known lady 
tyre fitter Shanti 
devi as kick-off of 
AtmA- IttAc tyre 
Fitters training 
Program
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Industry Testimonial: 
Relaxo Footwear
relaxo has been a 

renowned name in the 
footwear industry and 

we ensure to deliver quality 
to our customers which 
can only be managed if our 
manpower is skilled. We 
have always faced shortage 
of manpower, and the 
only way we could 
manage was to recruit 
new candidates and train 
them from scratch. this 
not only involved monetary 
funding, but also our precious time. 

Webtech Universal Learning Pvt. 
Ltd. approached us regarding the 
trainings being conducted under the 
Pradhan mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana 
for rubber products. We were glad to 
know that rubber Skill development 
council (rSdc) has created National 
occupational Standards for the rubber 
Industry, around which training 
modules have been designed for skilling 
the manpower. mr Sanjay Kalkal, 
md of Webtech Universal, helped us 
understand how conducting these 

trainings on our premises will 
help us to not only cater to 
our shopfloor needs, but also 
help the cluster of footwear 
park with skilled manpower. 

As a training Partner, 
Webtech Universal is 
responsible for online 

support and coordination, 
while we are taking care 
of training the candidates 

through our in-house 
certified trainers.  
We have absorbed most 

of the trained candidates and the 
rest can be recruited by other rubber 
industries present around the belt of 
Jhajjar, Harayana. With these trained 
candidates we got better productivity 
and smooth execution of jobs on the 
shopfloor.

After experiencing these trainings, 
we have come to understand that 
such trainings are equally beneficial 
for us and the local community as it 
makes them skilled and employable, 
thus contributing to the social 
development of our country. •

rSdc job portal, which has 
completed one year of its launch, 

has come to be reckoned as a one-
stop source for several industries 
to get access to employment-ready 
certified manpower.

“rubber is a highly diversified 
and fragmented sector with close 
to 5,500 rubber units scattered 
across the country in different 
clusters. rubber plantation sector 
is also highly diversified with 
over a million growers involved in 
plantations. meeting employment 
demands for such a vast sector, 
both from the points of view of 
the employers and employees, is 
a challenge. the job portal has 
been trying to bridge this gap 
between prospective employees 
and employers successfully,” said  
ms meghna mishra, ceo, rSdc.

rSdc became the first sector 
skill council to launch a dedicated 
job portal, taking in its sweep 
the job requirements at all levels 
across different functions. the 
effort will come to naught if the 
trained manpower is not picked up 
by the industry or if the candidates 
are not aware of the job options. 
It is proving a platform for 
candidates and the Industry to 
come face to face to understand 
each other’s requirements.

With hassle free navigation, 
the registration is also a fairly 
simple process. rSdc has urged the 
industry to come forward and make 
the most of this facility to reach 
out to certified manpower. •

MR. R.K.goEL
General manager 

(Works)
relaxo Footwears 

Limited, Unit-I & II

my name is Gajnesh Kumar. I work in the 
compression moulding department, at Anand 
motors. I have been working in this company 

from a long time. recently, I was enrolled in 
the PmKVY program of rPL (recognition of Prior 
Learning). our trainer, mr Jagjeet Singh, has 
given us a lot of important information about the 
compression moulding machine, like FIFo and 5S, 
and its other safety aspects covering PPe (Personal 
Protective equipment) which I feel will help 
us to perform better. I want to thank our 
trainer and Labournet for bringing such 
useful training to us and our Prime 
minister for introducing such a scheme 
as Pradhan mantri Kaushal Vikas 
Yojana. •

Student Testimonial

Importance of 
RSDC Job Portal
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